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Best Performing Companies

ASSAS FOR PRODUCTS CO.LTD
OFFTEC HOLDING GROUP PLC
UNITED CABLE INDUSTRIES CO
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BARTER CO FOR INVESTMENT & T
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Top Traded Companies by Volume (Shares)
SPECIALIZED INVESTMENT COMPO
ARAB FINANCIAL INVEST CO
ARAB JORDANIAN INSURANCE GRP
TUHAMA FOR FINANCIAL INVESTM
RUM TOURIST TRANSPORTATION C
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Top Traded Companies by Value (JOD)
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SPECIALIZED INVESTMENT COMPO
ARAB FINANCIAL INVEST CO
ARAB BANK PLC
ARAB JORDANIAN INSURANCE GRP
JORDAN PETROLEUM REFINERY CO
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Macroeconomic & Corporate News
‘Economic ecosystem hindering scale up of SMEs in Jordan’
The Jordanian market has the right talent and infrastructure to scale up, but the economic ecosystem is still not sophisticated
enough to unleash growth,” according to analysts from Endeavor Jordan and Strategy & Middle East (formerly Booz & Company).
The remarks came during a joint meeting held by both organisations in Amman on Sunday, where stakeholders discussed the issues
facing scale-up small-and medium-enterprises (SMEs) in the Middle East and North Africa (MENA) region with a focus on how to
build an entrepreneurial ecosystem in Jordan. The session saw the attendance of several representatives of the government,
international organisations concerned with supporting SMEs, investors and key players in the entrepreneurial and investment
ecosystem in Jordan. “Economic growth in Jordan is a huge challenge and the current legislative framework is hindering the
expansion of the present scale-up SMEs in the Kingdom,” Chairman of Endeavor Jordan Walid Tahabsem said during his welcoming
speech, expressing hopes to “kick-start a national dialogue on the importance of accelerating the growth of scale-ups, which create
quality jobs and generate high wages — and thus contribute to sustainable economic growth”

Hikma enters into licensing partnership with Perrigo in MENA
Hikma Pharmaceuticals PLC (Hikma, Group) announces that it has signed a licensing and distribution agreement with Omega
Pharma Trading NV, an affiliate of Perrigo Company plc (Perrigo), one of the largest providers of over-the-counter healthcare
solutions in Europe. Under the terms of the agreement, Hikma has the exclusive right to license and distribute more than 30
consumer healthcare products, including Davitamon, Prevalin, XLS Medical, Dermalex and Paranix, in all its MENA markets, with the
exception of current agreements in place. Hikma aims to work with Perrigo’s existing partners in the MENA region to broaden sales
and marketing coverage. In addition, Hikma has the right of first refusal to the full range of Perrigo’s OTC medicines in the region.
The partnership provides a significant opportunity for Hikma to collaborate with Perrigo in MENA, building on the strengths of each
company. The agreement will leverage Hikma’s substantial local presence with operations in 17 markets and an established sales
and marketing team, experienced in building brands, with particular expertise in the consumer health business.

Minister defends UK’s Brexit plan amid party, business concern
A senior British minister on Sunday defended the government’s plan to adopt EU rules on goods after Brexit, amid anger from MPs
who want a cleaner break and concerns it will still harm business. Environment Secretary Michael Gove, a leading Brexit supporter,
admitted the proposal thrashed out by Cabinet ministers during a day-long meeting on Friday was not perfect. But he told the BBC:
“I’m a realist”, adding: “All of the important areas where an independent country chooses to exercise sovereignty, Britain will be
able to do so.” He stressed that Britain was leaving the European Union as planned in March, adding: “You shouldn’t make the
perfect the enemy of the good.”
* Source: Bloomberg, Jordan Times, Zawya

Disclaimer
Awraq Investments and its affiliates obtain information from sources they believe to be reliable, but do not warrant its accuracy or
fitness for a particular purpose, and disclaim for themselves and their information providers all liability arising from the use.
The Information in this publication is provided in good faith for informational purposes only. The information provided is not offered
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be displayed and printed for your personal, non-commercial use only. You may not reproduce, re-transmit, distribute, disseminate,
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